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Figure 1.  The Great Conduit shown hatched 
         on a map of c.1550 (copyright MOLA) 

 
 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     Figure 2.  A later representation of what a Conduit might have looked like. 
                       Entitled “Tittle-tattle or the several Branches of Gossiping” 
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The word “Conduit” used here is archaic. In medieval times it referred to the terminal point of a water 

supply system, whereas today the word would apply only to the pipeline. The terminal structure would 

probably be called a “Cistern” or “Public Fountain” nowadays. 

 

The “Great Conduit” in Cheapside was the terminal point of the first public water supply system in the 

City of London.  In 1237, with the approval of King Henry III, the Corporation purchased several fresh 

water springs to the west, near Tyburn, with the intention of conveying water from them to the City by 

means of a pipeline more than 4 km (2 ½ miles) long.  Construction of such a major pipeline largely 

using lead pipes - the principal material available at that time - appears to have taken several years and 

it was probably not until about 1245 that the terminal structure, known as the Conduit, was built.   

 

This pioneering initiative must have contributed greatly to the successful 

growth of the City in the years that followed. Water-bearers who collected 

water from the Conduits for sale in 6 gallon tankards had to pay an annual 

fee to the City.  But citizens were allowed to take water free of charge in 

“pails, pots, pitchers and half tubs”.   

 

As the population grew, so did the demand for water.  Several extensions to 

pick up other sources of clean water followed in the 14
th

, 15
th

 and 16
th 

Centuries.  These extensions first tapped streams and springs on high 

ground further west at Marylebone and Paddington: then similarly from the 

north at Highgate, Highbury and Dalston.  Some of these major works were 

financed by the City Authorities and some by public-spirited citizens who 

donated large sums of money either during their lifetimes or  by bequest. 

Figure 3.  Water-bearer              

                 carrying tankard        
 

It was not until the 1390's, when second and  third Conduits further west in Cheapside, that the original 

one became known as “The Great Conduit”.   By the time of the Great Fire there were no fewer than 

15 Conduits in the City.  

 

The Conduits were generally sited in the middle of 

streets with an elevated lead tank having multiple 

outlet pipes from which water could be drawn.  

The Great Conduit was not round, like the fanciful 

representation in Figure 2, but rectangular.  This  

was clearly shown on the map of the 1550's copied 

in Figure 1.  It was sited at the junction of  

Cheapside with Poultry: several tankards are shown 

alongside to the left. The Great Fire of 1666 severely  

damaged many of the pipelines and Conduits              Figure 4.  Water supplies imported to the  

because intense heat melted the lead.  The Great            City from higher ground to the 

Conduit was deemed irreparable and was ordered to                     north and west 

be taken down in 1669.  

           

For more than three Centuries thereafter the Great Conduit was lost beyond recall, but then at the end 

of the 19
th

 Century a remarkable discovery was made.  In September 1899 an article by one W J Wintle 

appeared in the Harmsworth Magazine entitled “London Underground: a visit to the subterranean 

city”.  This article included a photograph of the interior of what is now known to be the substructure of 

the Great Conduit: it was wrongly identified at the time as being a Roman subway.  
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As part of his investigation of what lay beneath the streets of London, Wintle was authorised by the 

City's Inspector of Sewers, Mr Reynolds, to descend into several different sewers to inspect them, his 

progress being lit by candles.  He described how he had been crawling along a sewer which was too 

low for him to stand up in, getting filthy in the process and seeing a great number of large rats, when at 

last his crawl came to an end and he clambered through a hole in the sewer into: 

  

 “a Roman structure under Bucklersbury.  This shares with the underground Roman bath in 

 Strand Lane the distinction of being the oldest structure in the metropolis. It is supposed to 

 be part of an ancient subway, but all record of its history has been long lost.  Owing to its 

 inaccessibility it is not a showplace, and a photograph is now presented to the public for the 

 first time”. 

 

WG Wintle was neither a civil engineer nor an archaeologist  He appears to have been a generalist with 

a ready pen, contributing large numbers of articles on a wide range of subjects to the Gentleman's 

magazine published by Harmsworth.  He wrote extensively about ghosts, and also covered subjects as 

diverse as “Florence Nightingale”, “The problems of Armenia” ,“Men with sealed lips: a visit to the 

largest Monastery in the World” and “Behind the scenes at the Zoo”. 

 

Though Wintle's suggestion that the structure 

was part of an ancient Roman subway was 

wide of the mark, his photograph is 

nevertheless a very useful record and shows 

conclusively that it was almost empty at that 

time. At some stage during the next 95 years it 

was used as a convenient spoil dump, 

presumably by workmen carrying out 

underground works nearby.   

 

This substructure was accidentally re-

discovered in 1994, during the sinking of  

an access shaft for BT and by then it was full 

more or less to the brim with spoil. It was 

found to be of massive construction, the walls 

being more than 2 metres thick.   This shows     Figure 5.  The substructure in 1899 

that the original builders were well aware of 

the very substantial load from the lead tanks and water above, which the substructure would need to 

support.  And no doubt accounts for it not having been removed in 1669. 

 

Because of a tight construction programme, the time allowed for archaeological study was very 

limited, but photographs taken at that time (including Figure 6 on the next page) show most of the 

spoil removed.  The doorway at the eastern end of the substructure, clearly visible in both 1899 and 

1994, indicates that the floor must have been at or near street level when the Conduit was built in the 

13
th

 Century.  Today the street level is well above the top of the substructure. 

 

The historic importance of the Conduits had been largely forgotten until the Water Conservators 

Company initiated the provision of a Blue Plaque to mark the site of the Conduit in Aldermanbury 

which had supplied the area around the Guildhall with water.  This Blue Plaque was unveiled by 

Alderman Andrew Parmley in December 2010. 
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Figure 6.  Excavation in progress when the substructure of the Great Conduit was  

       re-discovered in 1994 (copyright MOLA) 

 
 

A second Blue Plaque, marking “The Great Conduit” at the east end of Cheapside, will be unveiled  

on 10
th

 December 2014 by Mr Martin Baggs, Chief Executive Officer of Thames Water.  

 

 

In drawing up this short account of the Great Conduit I have referred principally to the following 

sources: 

 

1.  Wintle, W G,  “London Underground: a visit to the subterranean city”, Harmsworth Magazine, 

Volume 3, September 1899, pp.113 - 120. 

 

2.   Burch, M,  Treveil, P,  &  Keene D,  “The development of early medieval and later Poultry and 

Cheapside:  Excavations at 1, Poultry and vicinity, City of London”, Museum of London Archaeology, 

Monograph 38, 2011. 

 

3.  Flaxman, E W  & Jackson, E W,  “Sweet and Wholesome Water: five centuries of history of Water-

bearers in the City of London”, 2004. 

 

I must acknowledge with thanks the helpful comments and assistance I have received in preparing 

these notes from Mark Burch, Colin Bland and Sue Paterson  
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